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The paper proposes a distributed system for detecting the types of biological contaminants existing on ob-

jects’ surfaces. The system implements biofouling detection method based on an image processing technique. 
The system processes a series of object images obtained in the visible and near infrared spectral ranges. One im-

age in the series is marked as a base image. All images of the series are converted to one common shooting point 
and to one common angle. The object of interest is detected in the base image, and then the background is re-

moved from all images. To recognize the type of biological contaminants, we use a pre-trained classifier based 

on support vector machine method.
The proposed detection method has an obvious parallelism in data processing. Each image in the series, 

except the base, can be processed independently. Therefore it is quite easy to implement this method on a com-

puting cluster. The central host of the cluster is used to implement non-parallel branches of the image-processing 

algorithm. These branches are namely interactive segmentation, a search for key points in the base image, and 
classifier training. The central host also solves the problems of data distribution among cluster nodes and of syn-

chronization of nodes. Other nodes of a cluster are processing other images in a series, except the base image. 
They implement a search for key points, convert all images to a common shooting point, remove the back-

ground, and identify types of biofouling. After processing, we form the map of pollution for each image. This 
map then gets sent to the storage at the central node of the cluster
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Introduction 

Biofouling is the result of unwanted accumulation of biological substances on surfaces that are 

constantly exposed to aggressive environments. A traditional approach to detecting biological destruc-

tors is based upon probing surfaces for subsequent laboratory research. This approach results in large 

effort, is expensive, and requires expert consultations. At the same time, any biological object is able 

to consume or reflect light rays of different bands of the spectrum. Different kinds of biological ob-

jects have different spectral characteristics. This makes it possible to identify the kind of a biological 

object basing upon its spectral characteristics. In this article we propose a distributed system for 

biofouling detection, which is based upon processing object images obtained in visible and near infra-

red spectral bands and allows for parallel processing of large image collections. 

The method for detection of biofouling 

This method is based upon implicit measurement of spectral characteristics of biological and 

non-biological substances found on an object’s surface, and a subsequent recognition of substance 

types [Grishkin, Kovshov, …, 2015]. A proposed method is based upon building a recognition system. 

It uses the assessed ratios of spectral characteristics to build a vector of informative features. We sug-

gest using feature vector V consisting of 9 components. For recognition of the types of biofouling, a 

standard classifier is trained against several training sets of the real objects’ images. Pictures of the 

objects were taken in the visible and near infrared bands of the spectrum. For training, a cross-

validation technique was used. 

For a correct evaluation of feature vectors one needs to convert all used object images to a com-

mon shooting point, and to remove background from each image. On the first stage of preprocessing, 

we pick a base image from the collection. Each image in a collection is converted to a shooting point 

and an angle of the base image. To achieve that, for each image in the collection, we evaluate a homo-

graphic matrix. To evaluate the homographic matrix, we look for key points in basis and current imag-

es of a collection. Then, for each key point of any given image, a matching point is found in the base 

image. With help of these point sets, the algorithm searches for suitable values of homographic trans-

formation parameters. After that, using these suitable values, a homographic transformation is applied 

to the current image of the series. For the search for key points we use Surf algorithm [Bay, Ess, …, 

2008]. A match between key points of base and current images is found using Ransac method [Fishler, 

Bolles, 2003]. 

On a second stage of preprocessing we shall remove the background. For that sake, we shall 

segment all images of a collection being processed in order to find an object of interest. With help of 

one of the methods of interactive segmentation (we use a method called GrabCut [Rother, Kolmogo-

rov, …, 2004], the object of interest is found in the base image. If the segmentation is visually con-

firmed to be successful, background is removed from the base image, and a binary mask of the base 

image is built. Then, a logical AND is applied to all converted images of the series and a mask of the 

base image. This yields a new series of images with segmented objects only, without background 

[Grishkin, Zhabko, …, 2014]. 

Distributed implementation of the method 

The proposed method has a clear parallelism by data. Each image in the series, except for the 

base image, can be processed independently of all others. The method also has two non-parallel 

branches. One of them is bound to processing the training set of images and to classifier training. An-

other branch is bound to processing the base image. Data obtained by these branches are used during 

parallel processing of all images in the series. 
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The classifier is trained against a pre-selected training set of images of objects having known 

types of biofouling on their surface. The training set consists of object images taken in visible and near 

infrared bands of the spectrum. As a result of preprocessing, each infrared image gets converted to a 

shooting point and an angle of a corresponding visible-band image. 

The markup of a preprocessed training set involves participation of an expert. The expert analyz-

es the converted image taken in the visible band of the spectrum and pinpoints a set of small areas cor-

responding to one or the other kind of a biological destructor, together with areas of the object not af-

fected by biofouling. For each pinpointed area, averaged values of feature vector V are evaluated and 

stored into a training set of feature vectors. After processing all training sets, we create a pinpointed 

training series of feature vectors that will later be used for training the classifier. In our work we use a 

support vector machine (SVM) [Steinwart, Christmann, 2008] with RBF kernel as a classifier. 

Another non-parallel branch of the algorithm processes the base image only. It interactively seg-

ments the base image to find an object and creates a binary mask of the segmented object. Besides 

that, in frames of this branch we search for key points of the base image. The key points and the mask 

are then used during parallel processing of images in the series. 

Non-parallel branches of the algorithm are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Both these branches are 

executed on a local workstation that is not part of the computing cluster. 

 

Fig. 1. First non-parallel branch of algorithm 

 

Fig. 2. Second non-parallel branch of algorithm 

Within a parallel branch of the algorithm, each pair of images (one visible-band and one infrared) 

is processed by one cluster node. A processing algorithm run by each cluster node is shown in Fig. 3. 

While processing one certain series of images, each cluster node loads a set of key points of the base 

image, a mask of the segmented object, and parameters of the trained classifier. In each pair of images 

in the series, we find the key points. Using these key points and the key points of the base image, we 

evaluate a homographic matrix for subsequent conversion of the current image. 

Then the converted image gets segmented using an object mask. Results of this processing are 

images of the object in the visible and infrared bands converted to a common shooting point. Both the-

se images have the background removed. For each pixel that is part of an object, we evaluate a feature 

vector, which is fed to a trained classifier for recognition of biofouling type. The final result is a map 

of biofouling on an object’s surface. 
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Fig. 3. Parallel branch of algorithm 

An implementation of the system 

Some components of a distributed system run on a computing cluster; others run on a local com-

puter. The local computer hosts non-parallel branches of the image processing algorithm, namely in-

teractive segmentation and the search for key points in the base image. Processing results from non-

parallel branches of the algorithm are loaded into the central host of the cluster. 

The computing cluster hosts parallel branches of the algorithm using standard parallel computing 

libraries such as MPI [Jina, Jespersena, …, 2011]. The central host of the cluster solves the problems 

of data distribution among cluster nodes, synchronization of nodes, and is also used to store results. 

Other nodes of a cluster process all images in a series, except for the base image. They implement the 

search for key points, convert all images to a common shooting point, remove background, and identi-

fy types of biofouling. After processing, the map of pollution is formed for each image. This map is 

sent to the storage located at the central node of the cluster. 

Experimental results 

For training the classifier, we used a series of 95 images of biological destructors taken by photo-

graphing cultural heritage monuments made of stone. Prior to our experimenting, an expert classified 

this series into 9 classes of most dangerous biological destructors found at monuments, and 6 kinds of 

materials the monuments have been made of. 

After the training was done, at the control set of 630 images, our system was able to properly 

classify 92% of biological destructors and building materials. An example of the monument’s source 

image and its corresponding map of distribution of biological destructors are shown in Fig. 4. Execu-

tion of a distributed algorithm on a computing cluster of eight nodes allowed for 7.5-times reduction in 

processing time compared to serial processing on a local workstation. 
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Fig. 4. Source image of monument with natural background and map of biofouling:        — monument material 

25%,       — fungi 46%,        — colonies of moss 11%,       — lichens 18%. 

Conclusion 

In this paper we propose the distributed system for processing a series of object images photo-

graphed in a natural environment. The system converts all the images in one series to a common 

shooting point and angle, segments the image of the object itself, and removes the background. The 

system recognizes types of biological pollutants found on the object’s surface and builds pollution dis-

tribution maps for all images in the series. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed 

recognition system in assessment of biofouling. Use of parallel processing technique allows for sub-

stantial reduction in processing time for large series of images. 
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